
 Take a Hike!  Scale Model of the Solar System 

(Yellow 23 cm diameter  

“Smiley Face” Beach Ball Model) 

 

 
Preparing to do the activity with a class at 

Venerable Edward Morgan Primary School, North Wales 

 
 
 
The model:  Note the solar system scale model in the table below.  The diameters of the planets are 

given in kilometers (km) and the average distances of each planet from the Sun in millions of 

kilometers (mil.km).  Then the system is scaled down so that Mercury, the smallest planet, ends up 

being less than 1 millimeter (mm) in diameter and all the other bodies' sizes and distances are 

expressed on the same scale.   

 

 

 
Suggested Procedure 

a.  To get a sense of the relative sizes of the planets, mold the planets out of plastic clay (plasticene) 

or Play-Doh to make spheres of the correct size. 

b.  Choose a pleasant day and gather a group to "hike out" the distances from planet to planet.  

Begin at the corner of a long street and mark the location of the Sun (driveway markers with 

reflectors work well to mark locations along the curb).  Pace out the distances to Mercury, Venus, 

Earth, Mars, etc., placing a marker at each location.  Look back toward the Sun occasionally to 

appreciate the distances involved and how large the Sun would appear from each planet. Note that 

the pace (step) length assumed is about 0.6 m (60 cm).  Keep going planet to planet until you run out 

of road, time, or energy.  How far did you get?  What does this exercise teach you about the size and 

density of the solar system?  Note your observations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Calculations to Scale: 

 

 

Solar System Scale Model:  1 mm= 6089 km; Pace length = 0.6 m  (60 cm) 

 

 (Sun is an 22.86 cm diameter yellow beach ball.) 

     

BODY      BODY'S  BODY'S     BODY'S     AVG.*   SEPAR.    

          RADIUS  DIAM.      DIAM.      DIST.   PACES     

           (km)    (km)       (scale) 

                               (mm)    (mil.km) 

Sun        696000    1392000    228.6         0       0  

Mercury      2440       4880    0.8     57.9        16 

Venus        6050      12100    2.0     108.2       14 

 

Earth       6378   12756      2.09    149.6         11  

 Earth (July, farthest from Sun)      152.1         11.4 

 Earth (January, closest to Sun)      147.1         10.6 

(Moon    1738     3476    0.57  located 6.3 cm from Earth) 

Mars         3394     6788    1.11        228         21  

Asteroid Belt(e.g.Ceres)940   0.15        420         53  DP 

Jupiter     68700   137400    22.6      778.3         98 

Saturn      57550   115100    18.9       1427        178  

Uranus     23550     46710     7.7       2871        395  

Neptune     24700    49400     8.1       4497        445  

Pluto*       1700     3400     0.57      4817     86  DP 

 

* Average distance information is given for each planet except for Earth, where average, aphelion 

and perihelion distances are all specified, and Pluto, where the distance in spring, 2012 is specified. 
.  Due to its rather eccentric orbit, Pluto was actually closer to the Sun than Neptune until early in 
1999.  DP denotes Dwarf Planet.  


